CALL FOR CONTRIBUTION

The Water PiPP project (FP7) aims at exploring procurement of innovation in Europe, formulate and test recommendations to optimize innovation in the field of water (pre-commercial procurement, procurement of innovation).

To produce these recommendations, the project is willing to gather 5 working groups which are invited to discuss the preliminary recommendations developed by the project partners. The working group "5" is a way to involve on a voluntary basis, members of basins organizations interested in innovation. These people are invited to provide their analysis and reflections on methods to implement public procurement of innovative solutions in the field of water management. The work will be compiled and synthesized by the Water PiPP project.

The working groups are:
Group N°1 "Cities"
Group N°2 "Régions"
Group N°3 "Industry"
Group N°4 "Public Operators"
Group N°5 "Water Authorities"

The Working Group N°5 will meet on the occasion of the international conference "EUROPE-INBO 2014" the 12th november 2014 at 17:30 at the RAMADA Majestic Hotel, Bucharest.

We would like to gather experts from European basins organizations wishing to participate in a discussion about innovation and public procurement.

CONTACT
If you want to participate, please express your interest to François Touchais (f.touchais@oieau.fr).